Entrepreneurs

Service Offerings for AWP’s
Entrepreneurial Clients

AWP & Entrepreneurs

Managing your
wealth can be a
full-time job.
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No matter how exceptional your financial, accounting
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own, their efforts are disjointed – frequently putting
you at a disadvantage. Most won’t admit they lack the
multidisciplinary expertise to identify all the potential
holes within the wider framework of your plan.
The services included in this overview are purposesuited to the unique needs of entrepreneurs. They are
designed to help you get more organized, identify and
correct missed opportunities and educate all those
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4. Promote your life enjoyment
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Let your legacy
flourish.
Succession Planning
Ensure a smooth transition when passing the family torch with our
range of Succession Planning services. We offer:

•

Business Transfer Strategies

•

Business Valuation

•

Insurance and Risk Management Mitigation
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your life.
Fortify y
Asset Protection & Privacy
Planning Strategy
You’ve worked hard to accumulate your assets––we help
you to make sure that you keep them. You can have the
best investment or financial plan, but could all be for
nothing if you don’t protect what you have.
Our asset protection planning strategies aim to provide
your family to the fullest extent from creditors, predators,
taxes, divorce, and probate.
There is a vast amount of data readily available on the
internet by doing a public records search. We help our
clients structure their assets and their financial household
in such a way that it becomes more difficult to find what
they own publicly.
Our goal is to keep as much of your information out of the
public eye using little known strategies that we will help you
execute on.
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Give greater.
Charitable Giving
& Philanthropy
AWP can help you maximize the giving and the financial impact
to the organizations that you care deeply about. Whether
establishing Employing Donor Advised Funds (DAFs) or
Charitable Trusts, AWP will guide you through the process to
execute on your wishes.
DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS (DAFs) are often used as a
replacement to a private foundation. We will guide you through
this process and help you execute your wishes.
CHARITABLE TRUSTS are a smart way to support causes
that you believe in by integrating them directly into your estate
plan. These gifts can be done more tax-efficiently for the
organizations that you care deeply about.
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Aligning efforts to
reach your goals,
and yours alone.
Portfolio Mangement
Atlantic Wealth Partners, LLC does not manufacture any products.
We do not receive back-door compensation from any investment
provider. Therefore, the portfolios we manage hold positions that
we can objectively say are the most appropriate for our clients.
Depending on the needs of our clients, we are either able to
manage their portfolios in house, or by identifying, analyzing,
and monitoring institutional quality money managers (those that
manage major endowment funds and pension plans).
PUBLIC INVESTMENTS We research and analyze a broad
number of publicly traded companies that adhere to your
risk tolerance.
PRIVATE INVESTMENTS (Businesses, Venture Capital, Angel
Investing, etc.) we research and conduct due diligence on all
offerings to determine which vehicle is most attractive for
your situation.
REAL ESTATE We analyze potential commercial and residential
transactions as well as 1031 exchanges, Delaware Statutory
Trusts (DSTs), and opportunity zone investments.
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Providing your
desired income.
Retirement Planning
A large concern of many people entering retirement is replacing their
monthly predictable income that they receive from their paycheck.
We design financial plans and custom investment portfolios to meet
both your required and desired incomes needs.

•

Navigate pension and deferred compensation plans.

•

Navigate complicated benefits packages (ISO’s, NSO’s,
Top Hat Plans, Etc.)

•

Coordinate the compliance with various firm and SEC
requirements for employees and board members of publicly
traded companies.

•

Develop a strategic income plan with a focus on minimizing
short and long-term tax impacts.

•

Develop reasonable projections for long-term asset values
and income.

•

Better protect your assets minimizing exposure to Creditors,
Predators, Divorce and Taxes.

•

Optimize investment performance and de-risking your portfolio
by understanding buy/sell decisions and the logic behind
your holdings.
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Capture more of
what you earn.
Tax Planning & Minimization
We strongly believe that the money you earn should stay within and
be shared with the family and not Uncle Sam. We will provide you:

•

Proactive tax exposure management for long-term savings

•

Strategic tax oversight

•

Entity selection for investments through family partnerships,
trusts and individuals

•

Comprehensive tax impact projections for investment
decisions and opportunities

•

Family and entity structure analysis to minimize tax impact
and protect assets

•

Tax impact of executive compensation plans including
deferred plans estimation

•

Evaluation and implementation of trusts and similar vehicles

•

Analyzation of charitable gift planning options to maximize
tax benefits

•

Analysis of policy and tax law changes

•

Tax planned investing

•

Tax preparer coordination

•

Tax document management
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A structurally
sound portfolio.
Real Estate Opportunities
Most advisors will probably recommend that you sell properties
without looking at your unique situation. We believe that real estate
is a vital piece of one’s investment puzzle.

•

Insulate wealth and assets from excessive exposure to litigation
from joint venture partners, tenants, lenders and creditors.

•

Use little known strategies to minimize estate tax liabilities,
while keeping your balance sheet strong, so you remain
attractive to lenders.

•

Save on the costs of insurance, lending and professional service
fees, as duplicate and sometimes excessive fees are able to be
drastically reduced.

•

Manage debt maturities and shop financing alternatives
to minimize interest expenses.

•

Increase speed and ability to capitalize on new opportunities
through precise cash flow management and optimization.
Free up liquid resources to do more and larger deals.

•

Objectively analyze and review new asset purchase decisions
and assist with due diligence.

•

Optimize underlying asset investment performance and
objectively recommend assets for disposition when appropriate.

•

Liquidate assets in the most tax-efficient manner.

•

Review over-concentration/liquidity concerns in a
market downturn.
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Partner with us.
Intersted in learning how our suite of Entrepreneurial services
can be of benefit to your unique circumstances?

Call us at:

Or, visit our website:

561.632.0566

atlanticwealthpartners.com
STEVE OLSON, CFP ®, AEP®
CEO, Family Wealth Advisor
steve@atlanticwealthpartners.com

TAD SACHECK, AAMS®
Director of Operations, Family Wealth Advisor
tad@atlanticwealthpartners.com

GREGG BRANT, CFP®, APMA®, MBA
Family Wealth Advisor
gregg@atlanticwealthpartners.com

Atlantic Wealth Partners (AWP) is a boutique wealth management firm
and multi-family office with extensive multi-asset class investment
expertise. Our team is here to assist you throughout all stages of life
with non-traditional, creative income and estate tax minimization
and dynamic investment risk management strategies. We bring a
comprehensive, proactive approach to every engagement.

759 Parkway Street, Suite 201, Jupiter, FL 33477
Visit our website at atlanticwealthpartners.com
Atlantic Wealth Partners, LLC is a Registered Investment Adviser. This is solely for informational purposes. No advice may be rendered by Atlantic Wealth Partners, LLC unless a
client service agreement is in place.

